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At Telfed, we are proud of our heritage, and excited about 
our future. During the past year - with the help of consultants 
Naomi Stuchiner and Israel Sykes -  we have been engaged in a 
process of organizational renewal which we have called “Telfed 
on the Move”. Our board, staff, committees and regions all 
took a look at where we have been – and charted a new course, 
reflected on our new vision and mission statements, with an 
emphasis on engaging Southern Africans in Israel to contribute 
to their communities and to Israeli society. We have renewed our 
financial systems and revamped our fundraising strategies to 
meet the current challenges, and have upgraded the work of our 
volunteers by adding a new volunteer department. Indeed it is 
an exciting time to be a part of this fine organization. 

•  We will encourage social entrepreneurship and 
volunteerism.  Southern Africans bring with them a heritage 
of community involvement and Keren Telfed is investing 
major resources in encouraging, guiding and assisting social 
programmes that harness these energies for the benefit of our 
expats - and indeed all Israelis.  

•   Aliyah & Klitah – We will of course, continue to encourage 
aliyah and assist olim to achieve a successful klita.

•  Community Service – we will continue to provide study 
bursaries, employment counseling, financial support and social 
welfare services.

Telfed on The Move!

Meatland congratulates
Keren Telfed on 30 years of

amazing accomplishments for the well-being
of the Southern African community in Israel,

and we salute Telfed on its
64 years of fruitful activity.

 
Meatland is proud to be the true

Southern African deli store in Israel
and to serve the community

with quality service and goods.

1 Bar-Ilan, corner of Ahuza, Raanana Tel. 09-7410881
בר אילן 1 פינת אחוזה, רעננה טל: 09-7410881

A vision for the future
Telfed is the premier organization which enables ex-Southern 
Africans to contribute to Israeli society. 

Our mission
Promoting the quality of life of Southern Africans in Israel 
while engaging them to participate in and contribute to Israeli 
society.
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Dear Friends,
It is with a great sense of humility 
and pride that I contribute these 
words of Mazal Tov to Keren 
Telfed on the occasion of its 
30th Anniversary.  By setting up 
the fundraising arm of Telfed, 
the visionary work done by my 
predecessors has provided the 
necessary resources to enable it to 

continue its core business of supporting Southern African Olim 
and also helping the Olim engage with the wider Israeli society.  
Our culture of volunteerism and community work is of enormous 
pride to us all and this journal synthesizes 64 years of Telfed and 
30 years of Keren Telfed achievements. 

The job is far from done and to quote a fellow member of the 
Telfed Executive who volunteers his time to help us with our 
financial investments: “past performance is not an indicator 
of future results”.
We need to look to the future in a fast-changing world where 
traditional Zionist institutions are facing huge challenges in 
remaining relevant. 

Telfed has embarked this year on an exciting program we 
call “Telfed on the Move” which sets  some ambitious goals.  
Amongst several new projects: our flagship PRAS student 
programme will grow from 90 to 120 students, our volunteer 
presence around the country will grow from 8 to 24 committees  
and Telfed will help facilitate projects where Southern Africans 
engage with their local communities.

The role of Keren Telfed remains an essential part of our raison 
d’être: to finance and resource these activities along with our 
continued role of Aliyah and Klitah. Israel‘s successful rise to 
become a “Start Up Nation” is quite daunting for the average 
Oleh. We need to adapt the support we give to match the 
needs of Olim in the 21st century involving new technologies, 
communications and the all-important human touch.

On behalf of all of us at Telfed – I thank you for your support 
and commitment to Telfed and our fundraising arm Keren Telfed.  
Your involvement ensures a bright and energetic future for Telfed 
and the Southern African Community in Israel.

As chairman of Keren Telfed and a 

former Chairman of both SAZF in 

Johannesburg and Telfed, it is my 

privilege and pleasure to extend 

best wishes to each and every one 

of you.

Telfed has always used as a guiding 

principle the best interests of Southern Africans who have chosen 

to make Israel their home. The Telfed policy has always been 

to assist the new Olim not only in overcoming bureaucracy and 

to offer financial assistance when needed, but also in helping 

to make  the new Olim feel at home and welcome in their new 

environment. 

Housing, work opportunities, schooling for children, compatible 

friends, culture and language are some of the issues which are 

taken into account when the professional staff and devoted 

volunteers guide the newcomer. 

The infrastructure required to provide services and activities 

for our community must be financed. At one time the Jewish

Agency provided funding and back-up services to the Olim 

Associations. This funding has come to a complete end. Thus 

Keren Telfed has had to embark on an aggressive fundraising 

campaign in Israel and abroad, as the reality today is that while 

our needs are greater, our sources are less.

It is anticipated that this gala event will make a significant start 

to a highly motivated and inspiring venture. May we all be 

privileged to play a part in the continued support of our common 

goals.

For the last 30 years, Keren Telfed 

has been an essential component 

of what Telfed does. Behind all 

the activities undertaken by Telfed 

in every area of activity has been 

the knowledge that Keren Telfed 

was there to back us up when we 

needed it. The work never stops: 

from welcoming new Olim to assisting them in their absorption 

process and on to different community outreach programmes, 

Telfed has played an integral role in the lives of the Southern 

African community in Israel.

Now in the 21st century, as we look forward to the future, we see 

new challenges and new opportunities. With an ever-tightening 

financial outlook for our organisation, Keren Telfed gives us 

hope for this future. With hard work and commitment, our

organization will continue to grow and Keren Telfed will be an 

engine for that growth. 

It is my privilege to be able to be part of this process. I want to 

thank all those individuals throughout our community who have 

put so much into this event and worked so hard for the benefit of 

Keren Telfed. I want to encourage and support all who go forth 

from today working to make Telfed and Keren Telfed a great 

success and a mainstay of our community in the future.

Dave Bloom
Chairman, Telfed

Itz Kalmanowitz
Chairman, Keren Telfed

It has been a great privilege to 

have been involved in our own self- 

help fund, Keren Telfed, since its 

inception 30 years ago. Who would 

have thought that when Hertzel 

Katz proposed the establishment 

of a special fund for the express 

purpose of helping Southern 

Africans who turned to us in times 

of need, Keren Telfed was destined to make an indelible impact 

on the lives of so many people? 

In celebrating this 30th anniversary, we pay tribute to the 

thousands of friends who over all these years have contributed 

to Keren Telfed thus helping to develop  it into a truly meaningful 

vehicle for making a difference to so many lives. 

It may be no coincidence that during this celebratory year, Telfed 

itself has gone through a major transformation. It has extended 

its vision not only to care for the welfare and wellbeing of the 

Southern African community but also to ensure that members 

of our community, with their heritage of volunteerism and 

charitable work, take on the social responsibility of contributing 

to and enhancing Israeli society. Keren Telfed is proud to provide 

the platform for these communal activities within the TELFED 

ON THE MOVE process.  

This being the 64th anniversary of Telfed and the 30th of Keren 

Telfed, I am bursting with pride at the enormous and dynamic 

strides that have been taken in the fields of absorbing so many 

Olim, housing and employment projects, volunteerism, and 

social entrepreneurship. We are a shining example of a close 

partnership between dedicated lay leaders and devoted staff – 

all deserving the utmost of praise and gratitude. 

Last but not least, I extend my most sincere thanks to all those

who are joining us in our celebrations and who are giving 

unstinting support to enable us to continue with our vital 

contribution to society well into the future.  

Sidney Shapiro
Director, Telfed

Maish Isaacson
Vice-Chairman, Telfed
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Managing Telfed’s finances is indeed 
challenging. Finding the annual ILS 
7,000,000 required to maintain Telfed’s 
level of operations in the current economic 
climate has become increasingly difficult.
In Telfed’s earlier years, the Jewish Agency 
contributed 80% of Telfed’s financial 
requirements. The remaining 20% was 
provided by the South African Zionist 

Federation, through various self-funding activities and minimal 
fundraising. In the mid-nineties, the Jewish Agency began 
cutting back on its level of funding and contributions from the 
SAZF ceased. Telfed implemented organisational changes to 
meet these realities. Staffing is down to a third of the level it was 
15 years ago. Since 2006, no funding has been forthcoming from 
the Jewish Agency.
In 2007, an agreement was concluded with Keren Hayesod for 
an annual contribution to help finance Telfed’s activities. This 
agreement was only honoured for 2 years. Since 2009 no funding 
from Keren Hayesod has been forthcoming. Despite this, 
Telfed continues to provide quality aliyah and klitah services - 
perceived to be a fundamental responsibility of the world Zionist 
movement.

As a result, fundraising is becoming increasingly important in 
our efforts to secure Telfed’s financial viability. Keren Telfed, 
our fundraising arm, is charged with the responsibility of raising 
approximately one-third of Telfed’s annual budget to supplement 
its other income sources. During this past year, Telfed has 
embarked on a major fundraising campaign to engage a broad 
circle of donors so as to ensure the additional required funding 
of its programmes.
Telfed manages a property portfolio of some 90 apartments 

providing long term rental housing to new immigrants. A 
significant part of the rental income from these apartments 
is applied to providing financial assistance to around 200 
economically challenged families at any one time. Telfed’s 
property portfolio contributes 32% of Telfed’s annual budget.
The late Judge Joseph Herbstein, a former Chairman of Telfed, 
and Eliot Osrin, a prominent figure in the Cape Town Jewish 
community, were instrumental in placing a number of charitable 
family foundations and trust funds under Telfed’s management. 
These foundations and trusts typically allocate a part of their 
annual income to Telfed projects contributing 23% of Telfed’s 
annual budget. This income enables Telfed to award around 360 
scholarships per annum.

Other than levying a modest management fee, all income from 
these foundations is directed to supporting the aims of the 
foundations and no further contributions are made from this 
income to service Telfed’s administrative infrastructure.
Telfed also provides management services to other third party 
organisations. The income from these services provides around 
13% of Telfed’s annual budget.
The assets of the family foundations managed by Telfed and 
Telfed’s accumulated funds are managed by a dedicated 
investment committee comprising a number of highly 
professional volunteers. Telfed’s investment policy tends to be 
conservative to ensure protection of the core capital amount of 
the foundation while, at the same time, generating a reliable 
income stream to support Telfed’s activities. The low rates of 
interest and depressed capital markets have had a negative 
effect on these income streams.
Telfed’s Investment Committee is accountable to the Trustees 
of the family foundations and to Telfed’s Directorate. Telfed’s 
activities are closely monitored by an Internal Auditor, Audit 
Committees for each of its legal entities and by external auditors 
and legal counsel. Compliancy with regulatory parameters is 
strictly adhered to and Telfed’s different entities are subject to 
rigorous audits by various government agencies. Transparency 
and integrity are key elements in all of Telfed’s financial activities.
Managing Telfed’s finances is facilitated by competent members 
of staff and being able to volunteer my services to Telfed is a 
privilege.

KEREN

On the Move

Funding Telfed The Stanley and Zea Lewis Foundation
extends heartfelt greetings to Telfed and its charitable arm,
Keren Telfed, in celebrating their respective 64th and 30th 

anniversaries. We are grateful to Telfed for administering our 
foundation in an exemplary manner since its inception in the late 1980s. 

The late Stanley Lewis being totally committed to the welfare and
well-being of the State of Israel and that of the Southern African Jewish 
Community motivated the establishment of this Foundation in order to 

promote the education of ex-Southern African Jews in Israel,
and wherever necessary to come to the assistance of these

Olim in times of need. 
The strong sense of cooperation between

The Stanley and Zea Lewis Foundation and Telfed has benefited 
many hundreds of students over the years and thus take pride in the 

development of the younger generation of Israelis. 
May we go forward together for many more years in achieving the 

wishes of the Late Stanley and those of his
wonderful wife, Zea, and family.         

With best wishes, 
Trustees-The Stanley and Zea Lewis Foundation 

       

Sources (NIS Millions)

Management
Services

NIS 0.90M

Fundraising
NIS 2.34M

Rental Income
NIS2.25M

Trust Funds
NIS1.60M

 Uses (NIS Millions)

G&A NIS1.78M
25%

13%

33% 32%

22%

20%

28%24%

3%

 Klitah & Community
Services NIS1.75M

Financial Assistances
NIS1.96M

Scholarships
(incl. Pras) NIS1.41M

Fundraising
NIS 0.28M
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A Timeline of Pivotal Events
1948
Telfed Sets Up Office
The South African Zionist Federation (SAZF) opens an office 
in Israel to service SA volunteers who arrive to fight in the War 
of Independence. “We are dishing out pocket money to our 
volunteers to supplement their meager pay packets, provide an 
address for their mail and distribute parcels,” says Mike Udwin, 
Secretary of the new ‘Telfed’ office. 

May 14th, 1948
The Coming Storm
While Ben Gurion proclaims the Declaration of Independence in 
Tel Aviv, pilot Boris Senior and navigator Smoky Simon fly out in 
the first operational flight over enemy territory. 

Arab leaders are expected to be meeting. Fellow South African 
and navigator, Dov Judah relates how he served as the ‘bomb 
thrower’. “We circled the city and identified the palace. I never 
saw the bombs explode – only the lights go out.” 

Telfed Keeps Community Connected
Following the collapse of the international postal service with 
the sudden withdrawal of the British from Palestine, Telfed and 
Peltours, the leading travel and tourist enterprise in Israel, join 
forces to introduce Peltours Mail, keeping intact Israel’s links with 
Southern Africa.

Telfed Staff in 
the early 1950s; 
Telfed’s first 
Director Sam 
Levin (extreme 
right) 

Watching a 
paratroop drop 
by the first 
paratroop course 
in the IDF is Boris 
Senior and Smoky 
Simon (on right).

Plane Truth
During the recent war, Westair planes, owned and operated by 
the SAZF, fly in twice a week from South Africa with urgent food 
and military supplies. Morris Borsuk, a director of the company, 
and in 1984 Telfed Chairman, tells the Telfed Times, :”Within 
six months of the founding of the Jewish State, the airline is 
incorporated into Israel’s new international airline El Al”.

1949
Doctor Does ‘tent’ Calls
Dr. Mary Gordon sets up a large clinic in the “tent city” of Rosh 
Ha’ayin for the surge of immigrants arriving from Yemen. [Ed 
note: The maternity wing at Ashkelon’s Bazilai Hospital, which 
opened in 1961 with the financial support of the South African 
Zionist Federation, was named after Dr. Mary Gordon.]

Building A Future
Telfed is building a new neighbourhood on Smuts Boulevard, Tel 
Aviv, known as Shikun Machal, which will house the Machalniks 
and others who wish to remain in Israel.

1954
Affordable Housing
Telfed opens a 3-story building, housing apartments for 
newcomers and a hostel for youngsters in Tel-Aviv. 

1956
Suez Crisis Sparks New Wave of Volunteers
As dark clouds again loom over the Middle East, Telfed braces to 
welcome Nachal volunteers from Southern Africa. 

1953
Jack Geri Appointed Minister
Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion 
appoints former South African Jack 
Geri (Gering), former Managing 
Director of African-Palestine 
Investments, to the position of 
Minister of Commerce and Industry. 

September 9th ,1948
Telfed Welcomes SA Relief Ship 
A Telfed delegation led by its Chairman Joseph Janower and 
Secretary Mike Udwin meet the crew on board the ship the 
‘Benny Skou’ that is off-loading in Tel Aviv Harbor, dehydrated 
vegetables, medical supplies, linen, clothing, toiletries and 
cigarettes from South Africa. 

In the Mail. 
The first of the 
mailbags organized 
by Telfed.

Shmuel Katz on  
the lawn at the 
White House, 
Washington.

Telfed reception committee on board the Benny Skou in Tel 
Aviv Harbour. Telfed Chairman Joseph Janower (third right) 
and Telfed First Secretary, Mike Udwin (far right).

Ashkelon’s South 
African mayor,
Leo Tagar,(left),  
Minister of Health 
Yisrael Barzilai, and
Dr. Mary Gordon.

Katz for Knesset
Shmuel (Muki) Katz, who arrived in 
Palestine in 1938 and served as a 
member of the Irgun Zvai Leumi, is 
elected to Israel’s first Knesset. Muki 
was the last commander of the Irgun in 
the battle for Jerusalem in 1948.

T E L F E D  T I M E S T E L F E D  T I M E S T E L F E D  T I M E ST E L F E D  T I M E S
“The volunteers serve both militarily and work the land,” says 
David Dunsky, Chairman of Telfed.  Over 150 Southern Africans 
volunteered for service during the Sinai Campaign. 

1957
Telfed On The Air
The unmistakable voice of Simie Weinstein is being heard in 
homes in Southern Africa, in English and Afrikaans, as he reports 
on events in Israel. ‘Kol Zion Lagola’ is a project of Telfed. In 
addition, there is a weekly feature on the activities of Southern 
Africans settled in Israel, ‘From the Federation’ - by Telfed 
director, Sam Levin.

Telfed’s Leo 
Camron 
recording 
messages on 
Timorim for ‘Kol 
Zion Lagola’.

June 1st, 1948
Raid On Amman
Boris Senior, Commander of the base at Sde Dov, leads a three 
plane surprise night attack on King Abdulah’s palace where 

1959
The Ashkelon Story
Ashkelon is a city established and initially administered by 
Southern Africans. A company called ‘Afridar’ is formed and 
builds  468 cottages overlooking the Mediterranean. The first 
mayor is South African Dr. Henry Sonnaband. He is succeeded 
by Leo Tager, a former Vice Chairman of the SAZF. South 
Africans fill the posts of town clerk and treasurer. Many of the 
streets are named after South African cities such as Kaapstad, 
Bloemfontein and Johannesburg. 

Ashkelon city 
counselor Max 
Spitz (left) with 
Golda Meir on 
the sand dunes 
in Ashkelon. 
(1950s)
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1961
First Family Ulpan
Israel Dunsky, Telfed’s new Chairman, reports that the unused 
barracks in Shikun Dora, near Netanya, have been taken over by 
Telfed for the purpose of creating a family ulpan for Southern 
African olim.

June 1967
They Dropped Everything and Came 
“Telfed has been in the thick of it keeping tabs on over 900 
volunteers dispersed all over the country,” says Telfed Director 
Leib Frank. In the years to follow, Telfed Chairman Leo Kowarsky 
invests great efforts in helping many of these volunteers settle 
in Israel.

T E L F E D  T I M E S T E L F E D  T I M E S T E L F E D  T I M E ST E L F E D  T I M E S

Director Itz Stein, representing 
Telfed, welcomes over 500 people 
at the official opening of Telfed’s 
latest housing development, 
Moshav Manof, home to 40 South 
African families.

May 21st,1981
Home With A View

1970
Off To See The Queen
Former South African Michael 
Comay, a veteran officer in 
the Israel Foreign Service is 
appointed Israeli ambassador 
to Great Britain. In 1959, 
Comay had succeeded Abba 
Eban, (also born in South 
Africa), as Israel’s ambassador 
to the UN. 

1973
Volunteering in The October War 
Telfed Chairman, Judge Joseph Herbstein welcomes hundreds 
of Southern African volunteers, who rally to help Israel in its time 
of need. 

1972
Hertzel Katz founds Keren Telfed.

May 1976
Telfed Goes ‘Flat Out’ in Ra’anana
Josie Shlain, Chairman of Telfed’s Building and Housing 
Committee, reports: “Foundations are being laid for Telfed’s 
5-storey apartment building in Ra’anana, which will provide rental 
accommodation for new immigrants from Southern Africa.”

1978
Seeds Planted for Ra’anana Bowls Club
A delegation led by Abe Bik, approaches Telfed for assistance 
in establishing a bowls club in Ra’anana. Telfed provides seed 
money for the club.

1981
Telfed Opens New Building
Telfed’s new 10-story apartment complex – adjacent to the 
existing hostel building in Tel Aviv - opens. “This development 
offers first-rate housing for our olim,” says Max Miodownik, who 
was Telfed Chairman at the time when the decisions were made 
to build for new olim.

Michael Comay is seen here 
with his wife Joan about to 
present his credentials to 
Queen Elizabeth II. 

Six Day War:  Southern 
African volunteers 
working on kibbutz.

Manof Magic. This Telfed 
project is home today to 
more than 150 families 
and is still growing.

Max Miodownik & Herzel Katz. Something’s Amusing Them! 

May 1986
Memorial to SA Fallen
A ceremony is held near 
the Golani Junction to 
unveil the memorial 
sculpture by David Fine, 
which pays homage to 
soldiers of Southern 
African origin who have 
died in the service of the 
State of Israel. 

1986
Urban Pioneering
Julius Weinstein, Chairman 
of the SAZF, receives 
an undertaking from his 
good friend, Arik Sharon, 
Minister of Housing, to 
allocate a tract of land 
for the building of a new 
settlement pioneered and 
championed by Telfed - 
Kochav Yair.

1984
Sidney Shapiro is appointed Director of Telfed.

Arik Sharon, Jack Rabin 
and Leon Charney visit 
Kochav Yair.

SA artist David Fine next to his 
memorial sculpture.

1987
Telfed Leads The Way
Breaking away from traditional absorption frameworks, Telfed 
introduces a new concept of direct absorption, soon to be 
adopted by the Ministry of Absorption. Says Telfed Chairman 
Leon Charney: “We have chosen Rishon Lezion for a large 
contingent of Southern African families to be housed in furnished 
apartments and to receive special subsidies and community 
services, provided by the municipality, the Jewish Agency and 
the Ministry of Absorption.” 

1989
Tennis Star to Tennis Czar
President Herzog presents the Israel Prize to Dr. Ian Froman for 
his outstanding contribution to youth and sport in Israel.  [Ed. 
Note: In 2000 former South African Prof. Hillel Daleski would be 
awarded the Israel Prize for his contribution to the research of 
19th and 20th English Literature.]

Ian Froman 
receiving 
the Israel 
Prize from 
President 
Chaim 
Herzog.

1989
The Russians Are Coming
The Israeli government 
and the Jewish Agency 
commission Telfed to assist 
with the new mass wave 
of Russian Olim, with one 
firm instruction: “Do it the 
Telfed way.” “We are now 
administering over 500 
apartments for Olim from 
the former Soviet Union 
throughout the country,” 
says Telfed Director Sidney 
Shapiro. Most of these 
were negotiated by former 
Telfed Chairman, Max 
Miodownik.

Telfed Touch. Sidney Shapiro 
greeting Russian Olim.

1989 
Telfed Wins Tender
Amutat Eyal (Springbok), established by Telfed wins the tender 
for the building of 450 houses in Tsur Yigal.

November 1991
Budding Idea Blooming
Chairman Nick Alhadeff welcomes SA President F.W. de Klerk as 
the guest of honour at a reception given by Telfed at Beth Protea, 
the community’s new retirement home still under construction in 
Herzliya. 

Nick Alhadeff presents a 
Frank Meisler sculpture 
to SA President F.W. de 
Klerk at Beth Protea.
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February 1997
SA Artists Exhibit
Telfed organizes an exhibition of works by Southern African 
artists living in Israel.
 

1998
Telfed Enters Cyberspace
Telfed is dragged into the new age by former Telfed Chairman 
Mike Fredman, who launches Telfed’s new website:
www.telfed.org.il.

1998
SA Athletes Honoured
Marking Telfed’s Jubilee year, a sports extravaganza is held 
at the Ra’anana Bowling Club where cups and certificates are 
presented to former Southern Africans who contributed over five 
decades to sport in Israel. 

May 30th, 1993
Telfed Launches Campaign At Knesset
Rarely done before for issues not directly related to matters 
of State, the Knesset opens the Chagall Hall for the launch of 
Keren Telfed’s global fundraising campaign. Spearheading the 
campaign, Hertzel Katz says: “The aim is to ask the community 
to help our own people, our extended family, and their children, 
living in Israel.”

T E L F E D  T I M E S T E L F E D  T I M E S T E L F E D  T I M E ST E L F E D  T I M E S

Telfed Honours its Outstanding Volunteers
Telfed honours its volutneers with special presentations to 
Annette Milliner-Giladi, Morris Borsuk, Leon Charney, Maurice 
Ostroff and Maya Tal.

January 1999
Telfed’s Jubilee Pageant
Telfed stages a spectacular production “Springboks and Sabras’ 
at Kfar Saba’s Yad Lebanim Cultural Centre. The story covers the 
journey of a family from a shtetl in Lithuania, their emigration to 
South Africa and the next generation moving on and settling in 
Israel. 

April 2000
Climbing Olympus
Telfed honours 45 former Southern Africans who have reached 
the pinnacle in their particular field of endeavour. Entitled AAA 
– Academic Achievement Awards - judges selected five top 
recipients.

April 2002
‘Centering’ on Israel
Telfed Chairman David Kaplan announces the approval of Telfed’s 
concept of establishing a new infrastructure in South Africa – 
the ‘Israel Centre’- coordinating under one umbrella all Israel-
related activities, from Zionist education and aliyah promotion to 
managing the 20 plus shlichim (emissaries) from Israel. 

Telfed’s ‘Spingboks and Sabras’ 
programme. 
On Stage: Actors Grant & 
Daniella Crankshaw.

The Famous Five:  
Judge Felix Laundau 
(Law), Leon Charney 
on behalf of Prof.
Isaac Kaplan (Plastic 
Surgey), Prof. Ruth 
Berman (Language 
Development), Prof. 
Joe Borman (Cardio-
Thorasic Surgery) 
and Prof.Harry Brand 
(Architecture and 
Town Planning).

Telfed launches the PRAS student program, encouraging 
students who receive an additional level of scholarship from 
Telfed to give back to the community in the form of tutoring and 
mentoring – particularly to new Olim. 

December 2002
‘The Show Must Go On’
With the untenable level of Arab violence and Jewish anxiety 
during the dark days of the Second Intifada, when people are 
afraid to leave their homes, Telfed decides that the community 
needs an uplift, and puts on a spectacular production:“The 
Show Must Go On”. The entire 810 seat auditorium in Kfar Saba 
is booked to capacity.

2003
With security unrest in the country, vastly increased requests are 
made of Telfed to supply financial assistance to those adversely 
affected. Chairman Solly Sacks negotiates with Telfed’s sister 
company, Isrentco, to provide substantial funds for urgent needs.

2005
City of Dreams

February 2006
Telfed Honours it’s  Heroes
“How do you pay tribute and say ‘thank you’ to people who 
have done what they have done, experienced what they 
experienced?” questions Telfed Chairman Itz Kalmanowitz at 
Telfed’s Tribute to the Southern Africans who volunteered during 
Israel’s War of Independence in 1948 and the Suez Campaign in 
1956. 

2008
Honourable ‘Menchen’
Sharing a 60th birthday with the State of Israel, Telfed holds 
its Yakir Zion Award ceremony at Beth Hatfutsot honouring 27 
members of the Southern African community for their outstanding 
contributions to Israeli society and Zionism. Speaking on behalf 
of his fellow recipients, Harry Hurwitz expresses the hope that for 
the Southern African Jews considering emigration, “Israel would 
be their choice.”

Group Aliyah flights from South Africa are initiated by the 
Israel Centre. Telfed plays an active role in preparing the Olim 
before the flight, meeting them on their arrival at Ben Gurion 
airport, providing them with Klitah advice at their Klitah Fair and 
participating in the welcome ceremonies held at the Kotel. 

Affordable Housing. Telfed’s 
new apartment project in 
Modi’in.

Telfed’s MACHAL/NACHAL function at Beth Protea.
Smoky Simon, Maurice Ostroff and
Dr. Syd Cohen.

Telfed launches yet another 
housing  project with 
apartments at attractive 
prices for Southern African 
Olim. Modiin is set to make 
future history as Israel’s fastest 
growing city.  

While the global assault on 
Israel is up, so too is Southern 
African Aliyah. Telfed Chairman, 
Maish Isaacson says, “As they 
leave from the Kotel, the most 
central place in all Judaism, 
to their new homes in Israel, 
they will have their identity 
documents and will have Israeli 
cell phones so that they can 
tell the world personally their 
good news - that they are“back 
home”.

2009
This Year In Jerusalem

2012
Sands of Time - The 
Muizenberg Exhibition
Telfed Chairman Dave 
Bloom brings the 
Memories of Muizenberg 
Exhibition to Israel: 
“this fun in the sun of a 
community at leisure
captures the special vitality 
of the Jewish narrative in Southern Africa. The exhibition proves 
a living, breathing visual testimony to a past era that I am proud 
that Telfed brought it to Israel.” 

2010
Telfed launches page on Facebook and attracts thousands 
of readers from around the world. The Telfed newsletter now 
reaches nearly 5,000 email addresses in Israel and abroad. The 
Telfed magazine is revamped into a full colour edition and 
continues to be widely acclaimed and well received by the 
community. Telfed representative invited to address the Jewish 
Congress in Washington, USA.

Jubilant Southern African 
Olim receive their Israeli 
identity cards at the Telfed-
JAFI ceremony at the Kotel.

Naomi Stuchiner, director of Beit Issie Shapiro, receives the 
Prime Minister’s ‘Shield of the Child’ award. Merle Guttmann, 
founder of ESRA is awarded the “Shield for Developing 
Volunteerism” award.
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Tel-Aviv

One of Telfed’s numerous community activities for Southern 
African olim is the unique rental housing project managed by its 
subsidiary, The Israel Company for the Rental of Apartments to 
Olim, in short – ISRENTCO.

At the heart of the project was the understanding that a period of 
5 months spent in an absorption framework is often not sufficient 
for Olim to make an intelligent decision about their permanent 
place of living in Israel. Telfed is the only organisation that 
rose to this challenge and provided, from the 70’s, reasonably 
priced, temporary rental accommodation, in a protective 
“landsmannschaft” environment for Olim.

Isrentco built three apartment buildings, situated in Tel Aviv 
and Raanana, with 2, 3 and 4-roomed apartments, totalling 94 
apartments. The income from the rent is utilized first and foremost 
for the upkeep and maintenance of the buildings.  In addition, a 
major portion of the income serves to provide financial support 

to many of those who turn to Telfed in their times of need. 
The expertise of the members of the ISRENTCO board has been 
utilized in developing a number of housing projects, where 
Olim from Southern Africa have benefited from special terms 
when purchasing an apartment in local building projects. Newer 
projects have been built in Modiin and Hadera where some 130 
families enjoyed this service. 

Isrentco’s experience in developing and managing rental housing 
projects has served as a model for several municipalities in their 
quest to provide affordable housing for young family units and 
it is hoped that more will follow suit in resolving the shortage of 
housing for future generations.  

ISRENTCO
 Schwartz 19,
Raanana

In the true spirit of the Sussman family,

The Samuel and Pauline
Sussman Trust

was established in May 1970. Its main objective is to assist
South African Jews who wish to settle in Israel and to provide

for their education. 

For over 40 years, Telfed has been the administrator of our Trust.  
In addition to awarding bursaries to hundreds of ex South African 
students studying at institutes of higher learning in Israel, many  
educational, social and cultural institutions from the north to way 
down south have benefited from our fund – including villages and 
homes for underprivileged children, libraries, schools and colleges. 

The Samuel and Pauline Sussman Trust congratulates Telfed on 
its 64 years of existence and Keren Telfed on its 30th anniversary.

We thank them for helping us realize the wishes of the late Samuel and 
Pauline Sussman and wish them every success in their future endeavors. 

The Samuel and Pauline Sussman Trust
       To Keren Telfed And

The South African Zionist 
Federation (Israel)

MAZAL TOV
On your 30th Anniversary!

Congratulations from 
Bellerstein –Ben Ari 
Insurance Agency

Iben Gvirol 14, Hertzelia 4648217
Tel. 09-9505032, Fax 09-9508611

by Pinchas Melchior

The staff of Telfed wish to 
congratulate Keren Telfed on

30 years of impact on the
Southern African community in Israel.
May the activities of Keren Telfed 

continue to bring smiles on the faces 
of many more Southern Africans in the 

years to come.



6 Hamada St., Beit Naor. P.O. Box 4019, Herzlia Pituah 46733, Israel
T. +972-9-9606565 I  F. +972-9-9586625 I clientservices@onyxwm.com I www.onyxwm.com

In association with Stenham 

Onyx Wealth Management wishes to congratulate

Onyx Wealth Management offers
• Alternative Investments Funds
• Property Investments
• Managed Portfolios

Keren Telfed
on 30 years of success

Debbie and Paul, with Yoni, Uri and Tamar wish 
Telfed every success.
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Telfed’s Helping Hand Strengthens 
Families at Risk
Southern African Olim have traditionally looked after their own 
community, as has been exemplified by our self-help fund, Keren 
Telfed, which over the last 30 years, has assisted thousands of 
new Olim and families in times of crisis.   
 
Unfortunately, the need for assistance keeps growing, and 
an increasing number of Southern African Olim are unable to 
sustain themselves for a variety of heart-wrenching reasons. 
Many people are unable to find employment to match their 
experience and financial needs. There are also cases of illness, 
both physical and mental, or loss of a breadwinner.  In 2011, 194 
family units were helped comprising 228 adults and 212 children 
were helped. 

It is imperative that we increase the funds available for such 
essential assistance.  Presently, we can provide only nominal 
support and we have cases of individuals who require assistance 
over the long term – or even for the rest of their lives - because 
they have chronic health problems and are unemployable. The 
pensions provided for these distressed persons or families by 
the government (National Insurance Institute) are far below the 
minimal wage and barely scratch the surface.  Telfed is vital for 
their survival.

“SURF”
(Special Urgent Relief Fund)
Cresting the wave of sudden emergencies, SURF comes to the 
rescue. Existing funds do not always allow for a speedy and 
adequate response to families with urgent needs for ‘one-time’ 
assistance.  To facilitate this, a new fund to provide immediate 
relief to families in times of crisis, has been inaugurated by the 
family of Hertzel Katz, founder of  Keren Telfed.   This fund will 
provide a one-time financial assistance governed by the nature 
and scope of the urgent need.  Approximately 10-15 families 
approach Keren Telfed each year for such support.
 

Empowering People for 
Economic Independence
This project assists those who have lost their jobs to rejoin 
the workforce.  Today it’s all about social networking and 
understanding the Israeli job culture. This adds to the difficulty 
of job-hunting. After a period of being out of the workplace, 
skills can become redundant, and retraining may be the answer.

In line with Telfed’s “On the Move” forward- looking vision, a new 
“Welfare to Workfare” programme provides those in the age-
range 21-50, tools to improve their skills and and opportunities.

A team, including a social worker, employment counselor and 
Aliyah counselor working in coordination with other retraining 
organizations, evaluates a personal profile of each applicant 
including his/her skills and trainability. The team helps the 
applicant find an appropriate retraining program and provides 
ongoing support, such as preparing CVs and handling interviews. 
They also provide on-the-job mentoring.  

Since each trainee is given intensive guidance and support, the 
“Welfare to Workplace” programme can only take on a small 
group of applicants for each training period. As well as the 
professional guidance package, each trainee receives a subsidy 
for the training period averaging 6 months.  The subsidy is given 
in order to supplement living expenses, transport, child care etc.  
In 2012-2013, the program will accept five trainees at any one time.

Learning to Give and Take
The “PRAS” project that helps students fund their studies 
and find themselves
The word “PRAS” is a Hebrew word meaning ‘prize’ – and this 
project is all about teaching students the ethics of ‘give and take’ 
and how giving to the community can benefit them.
PRAS, which is Telfed’s flagship project, is unique in its ability 
to teach the value of volunteering whilst providing personal 
support to new Olim, the elderly and children with special needs.  
To read all about PRAS see pages 22-23.
 
Welcoming New Olim
We can all remember our first impressions when we arrived in Israel 
filled with idealism and hope but also a certain understandable 
measure of trepidation. With Aliyah, one has to face a different 
culture and language. Telfed, in addition to meeting each and 
every Oleh at the airport, and providing comprehensive Klitah 
and job counseling, provides welcome baskets to each Oleh.
The ‘Welcoming New Olim Project  provides  welcoming baskets 
prepared individually for the needs of each Oleh be they families, 
singles or lone soldiers. 

Befriending Our “Lone Soldiers”
Do you know that every year there are some 35 ‘lone soldiers’ 
from Southern Africa volunteering in the Israeli army at any given 
time?  For many of these idealistic young men and women this is 

the first step step of their Aliyah.

Telfed keeps a protective eye on Southern African ‘lone soldiers’ 
and where possible matches them up with families in Israel to 
host and provide them with a “home from home”. Our Klitah 
counselor works cooperatively with the army and other social 
agencies concerned with the welfare of soldiers, in order to 
smooth their passage throughout their service.  One of Telfed’s 
new projects is to provide each lone soldier with a “Basket of 
Appreciation” before the high holidays, packed with shopping 
vouchers and the little luxuries that bring them some comfort 
and well-being. In this way Telfed lets them know how much their 
contribution is valued.  No “lone soldier” should feel alone in 
Israel!

National projects impacting on 
the wider community
A New “Telfed On The Move” Project Collaboration
Apart from the abovementioned projects, Telfed is working to 
encourage regional chapters to develop their own projects to 
benefit not only Southern Africans, but the wider community.  
 
Some regional committee efforts assist the Ethiopian community 
by teaching English and helping to run after school study centers, 
in collaboration with other non-profit organizations.

A new national initiative is to support Amutat Gidon for 
Ethiopian Jews in Hadera, (which has been in existence for the 
past 20 years), in running four after-school study centers located 
in low-income neighbourhoods populated.   

Proud of our Projects
In line with Telfed’s ‘On the Move’ vision, the organization is investing in a wide range 
of projects and programmes that impact on Israeli society and its Southern African 
community. The underlying philosophy of the new direction is to integrate Southern 
African Olim into Israeli society through volunteering, while at the same time improving 
the quality of life of Israel’s citizens.

Homecoming. Southern African Olim being welcomed 
and presented with their I.D. Cards from the Executive 
Chairman of the Jewish Agency , Natan Sharansky.

by Louise Geva
Social worker
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 Clal Finance Batucha Investment Management is a licensed investment manager and an investment marketer as per the Regulation of Investment Advice, 
Investment Marketing and Investment Portfolio Management Law, 1995

 For further details and to schedule a meeting, please 
contact one of the Premium Team members at:
 TEL.: 03-7611900; FAX: 03-7611901 I www.cfb.co.il

 Dear Premium clients, we would like to invite you to enjoy personalized investment solutions,  we believe 
that financially wealthy clients deserve individual, creative treatment that meets  international standards.

  Clal Finance's Premium will tailor your investments to your specific needs.
  The Premium team is made up of Professional investment and knowledgeable managers with considerable experience in the 
Capital Market Industry.
  As a Premium client, Clal Finance will assist you to define your financial goals and customize your portfolio to achieve these goals.  
  Clal Finance takes a profound and professional view of your financial needs, requirements and total assets allocation in Israel 
and worldwide.

 An Investment which meets the Premium Clients needs 

Claire 054-672-3372 קלייר

64 Tzifman Street, Ra’anana Contact:  Michal Shiffman     054-3136659   michelle.shif@gmail.comרח’ ציפמן 64, רעננה

* V.I.P service   * Detailed design and budget
* Experience in Israel/South Africa 

If you wish to upgrade your home 
now is the time for us to meet 

My Nooly, hand-made gifts 
for children of all ages
wishes to congratulate Keren Telfed 
and the entire Southern African 
community!

www.mynooly.com
www.facebook.com/mynooly

yael@mynooly.com
+972(54) 7610191
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The unconditional acceptance of, and unwavering 
support and assistance to, South African Olim given to 

them by Telfed and Keren Telfed is legendary.
The South African Zionist Federation is proud and 

privileged to have been associated with Telfed 
since its inception, and my Executive joins me in 

congratulating Keren Telfed on both the celebration 
of its 30th anniversary and its excellent achievements 
in its field.  We look forward to many more years of 

close and vibrant association.
Avrom Krengel, Chairman,

South African Zionist Federation

Wishing Telfed continued success in their efforts of 
assisting Southern Africans with their

Aliyah and absorption.
 Russell & Battie Gaddin – Very Happy in Dimri, Modiin

Kol Hakavod Keren Telfed! Keep up the good work.
Jackie and Alan Klein

 

To Keren Telfed - Carry on doing what you’re doing.
From Selwyn & Denise Gershman

 

The ‘Fed’ was key to my move to Dimri.
Mazal Tov and blessings to Keren Telfed

on your 30th Anniversary!
Cynthia Barmor

With pride in our grandchildren:
Omer, Adi, Netta, Paz, Darya, Hodaya, Roni, Yali, Mika, 

Daniel, Ayla, Hallel 
from Max & Sylvia Shapiro

 

To our darling Israeli grandchildren -  Hadas, Ma’ayan, 
Sha’ked, Ami & Hallel,

We are so proud of you & love you all so much!
From Saba & Savta  -  Geoff & Brenda Kline (England)

It has been a privilege and a challenge to 
participate in the rebuilding of Israel

Harry Brand

Professor Mundel sends greetings and best wishes to 
all colleagues and staff of Telfed

on this auspicious occasion
George Mundel

The Chairman, Ben Levitas, Director, Julie Berman
and all members and staff of the

SOUTH AFRICAN ZIONIST FEDERATION
(Cape Council)

  extend warmest wishes to Telfed and Keren Telfed
  on this celebratory occasion.

We look forward to continued close association
  for many years to come
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Naama Rublin is a final year student in Special Education at 
Givat Washington Academic College. It was only in her third year 
that she learned about PRAS and signed up. “Best thing I did; it 

was a lesson in life. As a student, one becomes so absorbed in 

one’s studies that one has little interest outside your own world, 

mainly focusing on getting good grades.” Looking after Racheli, 

a seven year-old autistic girl “changed me; it was amazing.” 

“When I met Racheli, she wouldn’t look directly at me. I knew 

it was not going to be easy and yet over the year there was 

remarkable change. When she now looks directly at me with her 

eyes and goes outside with me, showing trust, such changes are 

incredible. I could only have dreamt in the beginning that this 

would happen. Yes, she has changed but so have I. We have 

both been enriched by each other’s company.”

A grandson of South African Olim, Economy and Business 

Management student Ben Fabian has been a PRAS student for 

3 years. Continuing Ben’s legacy, both his younger brothers have 

signed up to be PRAS students in the coming academic year.

Ben worked with Deanne and Saul Reichenberg, new Olim from 

Johannesburg. Deanne finished school with distinction and 

received a certificate of excellence, while Saul, who has his heart 

set on studying engineering, is keen to emulate his sister, who 

has her sights set on studying architecture. His improved grades 

are showing he is on course. 

Although Ben completed his time with the PRAS project, he still 

keeps in touch with the family. “In fact,” says Mark Reichenberg, 

the childrens’ father, “he recently came, completely on his own 

time, to volunteer to help Saul with his studies for an exam.” 

“Today I feel part of the family and would volunteer even without 

the PRAS bursary!”, says Ben.

             A Decade of Doing
The PRAS Project Celebrates its 10th Anniversary
It was only ten years ago that Telfed began its modest PRAS project with 10 students. If the 
numbers were initially small, the concept was huge and the impact over the ensuing years has 
proved enormous. No wonder it is today Telfed’s flagship programme.

“We congratulate Telfed on what we consider to be 
Telfed’s most worthwhile and successful programme 
for new Olim. Due to PRAS, our children will reach 
the potential they would have reached at King 
David school in South Africa, which is a remarkable 
achievement considering that they made Aliyah at the 
difficult ages of 13 and 15. They were literally thrown 
into the deep end, with no life ring. PRAS taught them 
not only how to swim, but how to win. Thank you, 
thank you!”.
Deanne and Saul’s parents

PRAS’worthy. PRAS student
Ben Fabian with Olim children 
from Johannesburg, Deanne
and Saul Reichenberg

The Inspired Bunch. A group of PRAS students gather at Telfed 
for a regular presentation of progress reports.

Students & Society - The Telfed Model
The concept is simple: PRAS students receive a study bursary 
and in return volunteer to assist members of the Southern 
African community. In time PRAS has grown, expanding not 
only in the number of PRAS bursary recipients, but also in the 
number of families receiving assistance from these students. 
Reaching an impressive number of 90 students during the 
last academic year, PRAS will be enlarging the programme 
this year (2012-2013) with 120 students nationwide!

A Win-Win for All
In PRAS we place an emphasis on the importance of 
GIVING:  giving Southern African and Israeli students a 
bursary; giving students the opportunity to volunteer, and 
giving the community assistance where needed. 

A true barometer of the programme’s success is the constant 
feedback we receive from both the students and the people 
they assist. Read for yourself these few heartwarming 
examples:

PRAS volunteer work 
encompasses:
* Mentoring new Olim, encouraging them to refine     
and enhance their Hebrew language skills.
* Assisting Olim families adjust to life in Israel -    
making their Klitah process smoother.
* Providing children with a “big brother/sister”; 
helping them with homework and other social 
activities.
* Assisting people with special needs. 
* Accompanying the elderly.

By Batel Shina
PRAS Coordinator

We wish our precious grandchildren, Ze’ev, Batsheva,
Yair, Chananya,  Ma’ayan & Ella Margolias  and Netanel,

Bat-shachar, Yishai, Tzofiya, Hadar & Tiferet Damelin 
Hashem’s richest blessings, good health, happiness & success
in all your endeavours. You are our pride & joy-thanks for all
the nachat. We love you. Sabba Ruven & Savta Ada Lewus.
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Telfed Regional
Committees

Galilee

Karmiel

Ariel
Netanya

Zichron Ya’akov

Ashkelon

Kfar Sava

Rishon Le’tzion
Tel-Aviv

Ramat Ha’Sharon

 Hod
Ha’SharonHerzlia

Ra’anana Binyamin

Gush Etzion
Hebron
Hills

Arava

Eilat

Jerusalem
Modi’in

 Ma’ale
Adumim

Beit Shemesh

Be’er Sheva

Yad Binyamin

Haifa

Area Regional Rep. E-mail

Arava                    Yael Bekker               yaelbekker@gmail.com

Ariel                      Gila Jacobson          jacobson.gila@gmail.com

Ashkelon              Michael Bardov        bardov@bezeqint.net

Beer Sheva           David Conroy           edward50@012.net.il

Beit Shemesh       Jonny Klompas        jonny.klompas@yahoo.com

Binyamin               Gershon Schneider   gerschn@gmail.com

Eilat                       Fonda Dubb            clavenski@yahoo.com

Galilee                  Arnie Friedman        arn_peg@yizrael.org.il

Gush Etzion          Gedaliah Gower      gushtelfed@gmail.com

Haifa                     Ido Gordon                idogordon78@gmail.com  
  
Hebron Hills         Yoana Yehuda          telfed.hebronhills@gmail.com

Herzlia                  Chen Torgeman       chen.torgeman@gmail.com

Hod Ha’Sharon    Paul Roberts            paul@egoz-insu.co.il

Jerusalem             Roy Scher                royscher@gmail.com

Karmiel                 Natie Levinthal        natie@012.net.il

Kfar Sava              Janine Gelly             djgelley@smile.net.il

Ma’aleh Adumim  Lesley Kaplan           lak.gifts@gmail.com

Modi’in                 Rebecca Johnstone  samodiin@gmail.com

Netanya                Charlotte Wiener    wienerc@bezeqint.net

Ra’anana              Jonathan Bloom      jonathan@cdbranding.com

Ramat Ha’Sharon  Merle Proos             merle.proos@gmail.com

Rishon Le’tzion     Beryl Schmidt          berylschmidt@gmail.com

Tel-Aviv                 Steven Kruger          steven.kruger01@gmail.com

Yad Binyamin       Nachi Simon            nvsimon@msn.com

Zichron Yaákov    Terence Klingman    terencek@meitav.co.il

The Goldberg Family Trust was established by members of the Goldberg family(formerly of Leigh Ranch, 
Odzi, Zimbabwe), who originated in Dublin and arrived to Rhodesia via Cape Town in the early 1900s. 
Notwithstanding their huge success in farming, mining and politics in Zimbabwe, they always remained 

passionately connected to Israel, exemplified in their creation of the Goldberg Family Trust to
help Israeli victims of terror and war.

We, the trustees, congratulate the administrators of our Trust, Telfed, and its charitable arm, Keren Telfed, 
in celebrating this special year in their history. We are immensely grateful to Telfed in helping us fulfill 

the wishes and desires of the Goldberg family in a consistently well-administered and responsible manner 
spanning nearly 20 years. Amongst the Trust’s many beneficiaries, we appreciate that we were able to 

provide bridging finance for the restoration of destroyed homes during the First Gulf War caused by Iraqi 
scud missiles, and later, during the Second Lebanese War, to provide a life-saving warning system

in the town of Kiryat Shmone, close to the Lebanese border.
We are particularly pleased that we have helped to support the nurturing  of careers for

disabled war veterans through Beit Halochem.

Our contribution to assist and rehabilitate Israeli victims of terror and war could not have been so 
successfully achieved without the dedicated and passionate management of Telfed.

Mazal Tov and best wishes, Trustees - The Goldberg Family (formerly of Leigh Ranch, Odzi, Zimbabwe) Trust

THE GOLDBERG 
FAMILY TRUST

Members of the Goldberg family...
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Annette Milliner
is the recipient of  the Yakir Telfed 
Award  for 2012, the organization’s 
most prestigious volunteer award.  
Known fondly as a “volunteerolik” 
Annette began volunteering on 
behalf of Israel even before her first 
child was born. Looking for Annette... 
there is no point in calling her at 
home before midnight as she is most 

likely out attending a meeting concerning some Telfed project 
or activity that is dear to her heart. Today the most important 
subject for Annette is the education of our youth and in addition 
to her many activities to assisting Southern Africans in Israel, 
she is continuously ensuring that there will be funds for Telfed’s 
student scholarships. (Ed note. Additional recipients of the 
Telfed 2012 volunteer awards were: Morris Borsuk and Leon 
Charney who appear on page 13 in the Telfed Times Timeline).

Joe Hallis
serves on Telfed’s Investment 
Committee and is Chairperson 
of Telfed’s property management 
company ISRENTCO.  In recent years 
ISRENTCO has made extensive 
renovations to the Telfed buildings 
in Tel Aviv and Ra’anana.  Joe is 
motivated by a deep desire to serve 
his community and he aspires to” focus 
on areas where I can make a genuine 

contribution and that means volunteering in areas where I provide 
my professional expertise particularly in investments and property 
management.” 

Batya Shmukler
serves on Telfed’s Directorate and is 
Chairperson of the Endowment and 
Scholarships Committee which each 
year allocates over 350 standard 
Telfed scholarships and over 90 Telfed 
PRAS scholarships. Batya states “I am 
so  proud to be active in Telfed, in 
particularly in the area of education, 
which not only enriches the lives of 
individuals, but  society as a whole. 
I too feel so positively enriched.”

Volunteerism in the eyes   of Telfed

Jonny Klompas, the representative 
of Telfed’s Beit Shemesh Regional 
Committee, says that “Volunteerism 
makes me feel part of a much bigger 
picture, all part of “Tikkun Olam” or 
repairing the world, so integral to our 
Jewish DNA.”

For Tel Aviv’s Telfed regional 
committee representative
Steven Kruger volunteerism
involves letting “Olim know that
what they are going through is not
unusual; that there are solutions
to every problem, and that there
are always people who have been
through the same thing, and from
whose knowledge and experience
they can benefit.”

For Roy Scher, representative of
Telfed’s Jerusalem Regional
Committee, volunteerism is “the
satisfaction of setting an example,
giving back to society and making
people feel good about 
themselves.”

Teddy Saitowitz, the Chairperson 
of Telfed’s Projects Committee, is 
grateful that “I am able to contribute 
to an organisation that takes 
responsibility for its community 
and  respects and appreciates its 
volunteers. I am proud to give of my
time and energy, knowing that others 
will benefit from our efforts.“

 By Lina Tarna
 Head of Volunteerism
Division at Telfed

Volunteerism is the twin sister of generosity. Being generous means giving of yourself, your time and your skills 
to others. Yet a mystery remains: a person gives his or her time and effort and yet feels that he or she is the one 
that has received, in some cases, even more than the beneficiary. The Southern African community has much to 
offer to Israeli society in regards to volunteerism.  This community has inherited a “volunteering gene” which is 
conveyed through the value of giving to the community. This value is so entrenched that volunteering among 
Southern Africans has become an integral and even essential part of one’s day. 

Following on from a strongly-supported recommendation during the TELFED ON THE MOVE strategic process, 
a special Telfed’s Volunteerism Division was established. Throughout Telfed’s 64-year history, its volunteers have 
always been the bedrock of the organisation, and now, with its new Volunteerism Division, Telfed volunteers will 
receive the full support and resources needed to fuel important programmes, activities and events in the years 
ahead. We invite you to join the growing cadre of Telfed volunteers!

They Come, They Perform, They
Are Enriched.
Volunteers (l-r) Harry Klompass, 
Gaby Haimovitz, Alex Tolkin
Felicia Levin (Insert: Gordon Bloch), 
some coming from afar, who 
provide vital services in the Telfed 
office.

Barry Scop who has served on
Telfed’s housing management
company ISRENTCO for over 25
years, says: “Volunteering is a 
donation of my time, 
experience and expertise and if
channeled to a useful and positive
result, there is no better feeling.”

Beryl Schmidt, who represents
Telfed’s Regional Committee of 
Rishon Lezion and environs, says 
that “for an organization that has 
given so much to so many people, 
including myself, this is my time, and 
my privilege, to give back to Telfed.”
 

Graduates of Witz. Leon Charney & Maurice 
Kaplan immigrated (1961). Partners 1968-2004. 
Hotels, commercial, housing, entertainment, etc.

Charney & Kaplan Architects

‘Menorah Centre’ for Meditation and Enlightment 
enabled by Sheila Samson sends greetings and 

Mazal Tov to Keren Telfed’s future.
Leon Charney
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Barbara Meltz Kahn
who volunteers on Telfed’s Media 
and Telfed’s Jerusalem regional 
committees says “I have been 
associated with Telfed for at least 25 
years in one capacity of volunteering 
or another. The journey has been 
profoundly rewarding - I get to help 
others but in the process they enrich 
me.” 

Having said farewell to Cape Town 
two years ago where he taught at  
Herzlia School, Ido Gordon today 
enjoys welcoming new olim who 
are settling in the north. “It’s such a 
wonderful experience welcoming my 
fellow South Africans ‘home’.”

Volunteering for the past four 
years “exclusively in a pro bono 
professional role on Telfed’s 
Investment Committee,”
Mike Ellis defines his involvement as 
“volunteerism with responsibility.”

After making aliyah from 
Johannesburg in 2009, Mel Cohen 
was so impressed by the assistance 
he received from Telfed, “that I felt 
the need to give back.”
Now he is only looking forward 
as he serves on Telfed’s Executive 
Committee and Telfed’s property 
management company, ISRENTCO,
hoping “to valuably contr ibute to 
our  community” .                                                        

Maya Tal
a student at the IDC, Herzliya and    
one of Telfed’s newest volunteers 
says, “I would like to build on the 
incredible legacy of contribution 
by Southern Africans in Israel to 
encourage my generation to follow 
their lead and become involved.”

The Goldschmidt 
Foundation

The Goldschmidt Foundation in Cape Town and in Israel was 
established in honour of Meyer Hirsch Goldschmidt’s 90th birthday 

in 1977 by his son-in-law, Ernest Samson (then of Cape Town)
and his son, Paul Arieli of Haifa.   

MH Goldschmidt was born in Hamburg, Germany in 1887 and 
arrived in South Africa before the First World War, moving to

Cape Town in 1920 where he founded his business
MH Goldschmidt (Pty Ltd) together with his wife, Germaine.

MH (as he was affectionately known) became involved in Jewish 
communal affairs immediately and most notably ‘signed for’ 

hundreds of German refugees seeking safety in South Africa, was 
central to the fundraising for a variety of Israeli and community 

causes, and helped found and sustain Herzlia School.  

The Foundation, with both Cape Town and Israeli branches, was 
designed to perpetuate his ideas, and to inspire future generations.   
The Israeli Foundation is based at Telfed who have administered it 
according to the original intentions of the founders. For 35 years it 
has provided subsidies for people of Southern African origin living 

in Israel. While the primary focus has been, and will continue to be, 
on education - creating opportunities for students - the Foundation 

also supports other causes, notably varying types of assistance 
for seniors, and sponsoring the participation of youngsters in 

enrichment activities.

Renee Samson and all the trustees of the Goldschmidt 
Foundation, congratulate Keren Telfed on its 30th anniversary, 

and Telfed for 64 years of caring for South African Olim, 
ensuring that those who are needy are respected, and helping 

younger people achieve their aspirations. 

The trustees of the Foundation mourn the recent passing of
Paul Arieli, who wisely guided the trust’s policy

since its inception.
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The Founding of Keren Telfed 
A fund of the Community, by the Community, for the Community 

There is no doubt that Hertzel, and all those active within Telfed, 
can derive immense satisfaction from how our community fund 
has grown.  When  opening any edition of a Telfed magazine and
seeing the lists of donors who mark special milestones by 
donating to Keren Telfed, it will be evident to everyone that 
Keren Telfed is a fund sustained by the community. Keren Telfed 
is appreciative of its Patrons – those generous donors who 
through the years have unstintingly provided this fund with the 
necessary financial backing - and whose names are recorded in
perpetuity on the honors board in the Telfed boardroom. But we 
are grateful for every donation because every cent donated has 
a special meaning for someone in need.  

Indeed, Keren Telfed, a fund eligible for tax exemption, has 
come a long way in thirty years and is truly the central fund of the 
Southern African community in Israel. 

A NEW WAVE 
In recognition of Hertzel’s contribution to the Southern African
community in Israel through his passionate involvement inTelfed, 
and to mark his 80th birthday, his family and friends have decided 
to create a special fund in his honor within Keren Telfed, called 
SURF- Special Urgent Relief Fund. This fund will provide relief 
to those requiring urgent assistance within a very short period 
of time.

The Katz family calls upon the community to contribute to this 
fund, thus enabling Telfed to perpetuate the work to which 
Hertzel has been dedicated throughout his life. 

That was in the early 1980s, when Hertzel as 
chairman of Telfed, thought there might be a 
mass Aliyah from South Africa and that Telfed 
needed to be prepared with a contingency fund.
He approached his dear friend, the late Julius 
Weinstein, a leader in the South African Zionist
Federation in South Africa and through Julius’
contacts, an initial amount of $100,000 was
raised.

“In the first few years, we managed through our
new fund called Keren Telfed to help tens of 
Southern Africans in Israel who turned to us in
their time of dire need. Now, 30 years later, we
can look back with enormous pride on the 
fact that Keren Telfed has made a significant 
impact on the lives of thousands across Israel.”

At the first formal fundraising launch of the 
campaign in 1995, held in the prestigious Chagall 
Hall in the Knesset under the slogan - “Charity 
Begins at Home” - Hertzel declared: “Until
this establishment of Keren Telfed, most of the 
trust funds administered by Telfed were funded 
by Southern Africans outside of Israel. Now 
our philosophy must be that it is time for our 
own community in Israel to rise and meet this 
challenge by ourselves.” And they did!

And so it was again, in 2004, at the launch of 
the second campaign held at the residence 
of the South African Ambassador. Although 
most of the guests present that night had 
already committed themselves to a minimum 
contribution, several jumped to their feet to 
double their original commitment, after hearing 
how Keren Telfed had been the final and only 
recourse of financial assistance for a mother of 
twins with special needs.

“From a deep concern for the future of the Jewish Community in South Africa we 
established a fund which was to have an important impact on the Southern African 
Community in Israel.” This is the way that Hertzel Katz described his motivation for 
initiating a self-help fund in Israel. 

From Dreams to Reality. Fronting the 
majestic Chagall tapestry in the Knesset 
is the 1995 Keren Telfed Fundraising 
Committee. From (l-r) Larry Buchins,
David Kaplan, Joe Grossman, Sidney Shapiro, 
Hertzel Katz, Nick Alhadeff, Morris Borsuk 
and Dr.Teddy Edelstein.

“My warmest good wishes to my wonderful friends and colleagues at Telfed 
for so many years of productive activities for the benefit of the Southern 
African community in Israel and Israeli society.
May our future generations be inspired by our rich heritage and take up the 
baton for years to come”.
From Annette and all the Milliner Family
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Testing Times for Telfed
Responding in Crisis

Telfed was born in crisis. No sooner were the birth pangs 
of a nation-in-the-making heard in Southern Africa, when a 
special manpower committee headed by Simie Weinstein, and 
Leo Kowarsky, enlisted pilots, air mechanics, radar experts, 
telegraphists, armourers, instructors in small arms, artillery men, 
armoured car drivers and naval personnel. The SAZF went full 
steam ahead and soon acquired an office in Israel to assist in 
servicing the volunteers. Thus Telfed was born. 

After making Aliyah in 1956, Weinstein joined Telfed as a 
permanent staff member, and was immediately thrown into the 
Suez Crisis helping a new wave of Southern African volunteers. 

Kowarsky, who made Aliyah in 1963, headed the Telfed 
committee dealing with the volunteers who came to Israel before 
and immediately after the Six Day War in 1967. In its aftermath, 
Kowarsky was occupied with assisting these volunteers - many 
of whom settled in Israel - and he became chairman of Telfed 
in 1970. 

Telfed team meeting the ‘big boss’ is l-r Simie Weinstein
Leo Tagar, security official, Prime Minister David Ben Gurion, 
Israel Dunsky and Sam Levin.

1st Gulf War February 1991
Undaunted by Saddam’s Scuds

Whilst most Israelis stayed indoors during the Gulf War Solly 
Liebgott had other ideas! A former chairman of the South 
African Zionist Federation, and now a Governor of the Hebrew 
University, he organized ‘under fire’ a fundraiser dinner and 
concert to commemorate Leonard Bernstein, who had died a 
few weeks earlier. “People tried to discourage me saying who 
will leave the safety of their sealed rooms? In the end we had a 
sellout. 

Operation Cast Lead
December 2008

Within hours of the war breaking out, Telfed began a phone-
around of the community in the south as well as posting on its 
website an invitation for people who wished to spend time out 
of firing range to call the Telfed office. “We offered to find them 
accommodation with Southern African families in the centre of 
the country, explained Telfed Deputy Director, Dorron Kline. 

As was done in 2006, funds were collected from our community, 
and supplies were once again delivered to army bases.

                                                                      

A solidarity mission from South Africa, headed by Solly Sacks, 
Chairman of  the SAZF, who would later become Chairman 
of Telfed, visited the sites destroyed by scuds. Carrying their 
gas marks, one of the many sites they visited was a house of a 
former South African in Savyon that took a direct hit. “It was a 
shambles,” noted Solly. 

Telfed was quick to come to the rescue. Before the insurance 
companies stepped in, Telfed’s Loans & Assistance Committee 
helped this family and others whose homes were badly
damaged by scuds. 

 Solly Sacks and Sender Lees visit damanged property.

Second Lebanon War
October 2006
Home Front Support
Following the ground operations into Southern Lebanon many 
items were needed by our soldiers in the north. Telfed Vice-
Chair Hilary Kaplan launched a fundraising campaign and in 
10 days, her team “of wonderful volunteers” raised over NIS 
160,000 from Southern Africans in Israel and abroad. “With the 
funds collected, we purchased supplies requested by the army 
and together with Leket loaded it onto army trucks where they 
were taken up north for distribution,” explained Hilary.

Back at Telfed ‘headquarters’ in Ra’anana, staff, together with 
volunteers, ‘worked the phones’ calling Southern Africans 
throughout the north.. Tragically, four Southern African soldiers 
lost their lives Asher Novick, Naor Galo, Lotan Slevin and
Yaniv Bar-On. 

‘Tea break’ for Southern African volunteers at the warehouse in 
Ra’anana.

Off-loading the parcels of material collected and parceled by 
Southern African volunteers at army base near Gaza.

Telfed Fired Up December 2010
When the Carmel went Red, Telfed saw Green – 
and moved into top gear

It’s rare for Telfed to be open on a Friday but the 2nd December, 
2010 was one of those rare days. No sooner had the alarm bells 
sounded in Israel’s worst fire in modern history that Telfed staff 
moved into high gear. Tuned into the non-stop radio bulletins, 
The staff began calling those Southern Africans living directly 
in the danger zone. As the hours led into days, they would hear 
many stories of evacuations and nightmarish close encounters!

To see firsthand the extent of the damage and to express
solidarity,, Telfed organized a mission of 50 participants to visit. 
the communities of Southern Africans in the devastated areas. 

Telfed Board Room, Ra’anana. Packed boxes ready to go to 
the soldiers up north.

‘Warstreet’. A Hezbollah katyusha from Lebanon causes 
immense damage opposite the home of former Telfed 
Director Itz Stain and his wife Shirley in Kfar Vradim. 
(Courtesy Avi Hirschfield.)

Aftermath. Telfed 
Executive member, 
Annette Milliner-
Giladi, examining 
the remains of 
kassam rockets 
that had landed 
in Sderot and 
neighbouring area.
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Telfed Director Dorron Kline picking produce with Southern 
African volunteers from Beit Shemesh for residents in Sderot.
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Telfed On The Map
Towns, kibbutzim and moshavim which Telfed promoted

       Kfar Daniel
Formally Beit Chefer, it was originally 
founded on the banks of the Yarkon 
River in Tel Aviv by ex-Southern African 
Mahalniks.

       Kfar Darom
Founded in the south before the War 
of Independence by SA Young Mizrachi 
pioneers but had to be abandoned in the 
summer of 1948 following a 3 month siege 
by the Egyptian army.

       Kfar Etzion
Established before 1948 by pioneers that 
included SA Bnei Akiva graduates. During 
the War of Independence, two South 
African members, Yeheskiel Berelowitz 
and Zvi Lipschitz - were killed. The kibbutz 
was re-established after the Six Day War.           

Kochav Yair
Established in 1986 as a Telfed project with 
the full support of the Minister of Housing 
Ariel Sharon, (See Telfed Times page 11) 
it has a large Southern African community 
today.

       Ma’ayan Baruch
Founded by demobilized Southern 
Africans from WWII in 1947 together with 
ex-members of the Palmach.

       Manof
A moshav established in 1980 by 35 
Southern African families, it is the only 
Telfed housing project which was 100% 
Southern African when founded.  Popular 
today, it has over 150 families, mostly 
Israeli and there are plans to expand.

        Modi’in
Israel’s fastest growing city, Telfed teamed 
up with a renowned developer to offer 
discounted housing for sale to the 
Southern African community.

10

       Talmei Yosef
After the Six Day War, Southern Africans helped to 
establish this moshav in Northern Sinai. However, 
following the peace agreement with Egypt, it was 
moved to the Western Negev, where it has proved 
a leader in the development and growing of 
vegetables and flowers in plastic greenhouses. 

       Timorim
After prolonged negotiations between Telfed and 
the Jewish Agency, this settlement, comprising 
South Africans from the Bnei Zion movement, 
moved from the Yizreel Valley to its present 
site near Ashkelon. There the world’s  first solar 
heating factory Miromit, was established based 
on a concept developed by South African, Otto 
Seidman. 

       Tuval
Only a few Southern Africans remain on this 
kibbutz established in 1981 by members of 
Southern African Habonim Dror on a hilltop in the 
western Galilee overlooking the town of Carmiel. 

       Tzur Yigal
Following the success of Kochav Yair, Telfed 
championed this new neighborhood adjacent to 
Kochav Yair where a number of Southern African 
families live today.

       Tzora
Kibbutz Tzora represents the largest number of 
Southern Africans living on a single kibbutz in 
Israel. Established in 1948 by Sabras, it was joined 
later that year by one of the first Southern African 
Habonim groups to come to Israel.

       Yizrael
Established in the Yizrael Valley in 1948 by former 
members of the Palmach, it was joined a decade 
later by Habonim Dror graduates from SA. A 
financial success story due to its robotic swimming-
pool cleaning equipment company, ‘Maytronics’ 
- introduced by the Southern Africans - it is one of 
the few remaining kibbutzim in Israel that adheres 
to its core socialist ideology.
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       Alon Shvut
Gush Etzion was joined by religious 
Southern African families of the Bnei Akiva 
movement.  It houses the famous Yeshivat 
Har Etzion attended annually by many 
members of SA Bnei Akiva, many of whom 
have settled in Israel. 

Ashkelon
A city established in the 1950s as an initiative 
of the Southern African Jewish community 
(See Telfed Times page 9). It is still home to 
a large SA community.

      Kibbutz Barkai
Founded by Hashomer Hatzair pioneers, 
including 55 Southern Africans in 1949, who 
were members of the movement.

       Efrat
From its inception attracted a large group 
of Southern African families, all members of 
Bnei Akiva.  It is home today to a large and 
vibrant Southern African community.

       Kibbutz Grofit
Founded by Nachal in 1964 and later joined 
by SA families.

       Moshav Habonim
Founded by 40 Southern African members 
of the SA Habonim youth movement.

       Kibbutz Hasollelim
Joined by many members of the SA Bnei 
Zion youth movement.

       Kibbutz Hatzor
Established in the 1930s, it attracted a few 
Southern African families.

       Kibbutz Kfar Blum
Joined by members of SA Habonim in 1945, 
it is still home to a number of SA families. 
The late Arye Sive and Samuel Rubinstein 
played major roles in the development of 
fruit cultivation and packing in the north of 
Israel.
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Kibbutz Migdal 1938
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       Nachshon
Settled in May 1950 by Israeli Hashomer 
Hatzair, it was joined in 1955 by the first 
group of Southern Africans. Nearly 100 
Southern Africans have been members at 
one time or another. 

       Neve Ilan
This moshav shitufi, created in the sixties 
by former American Young Judeans, who 
were later joined by nine Southern African 
families. Enjoying commanding views in 
all directions, it was established in a forest 
planted by the JNF in memory of Katie 
Gluckman, who had been head of the JNF in 
SA for many years before making Aliyah.
She was later elected a member of the 
Telfed Executive.

       Orot
Many Southern Africans have settled in 
Orot, a moshav near Ashkelon, where they 
engaged in a variety of agriculture.

       Ramat Rachel
On the outskirts of Jerusalem, this kibbutz 
established in 1922, began attracting 
Southern African members from the 1970s, 
many of whom work in its popular hotel.

       Sde Nitzan
Established in 1974, it was joined by a 
number of Southern African families 
who pioneered  the development of 
plastic greenhouses for the cultivation of 
vegetables and fruit for the local market 
and export. Some of its Southern African 
members won prizes for their contribution to 
agriculture.

       Shluchot
This kibbutz was founded by Bnei Akiva 
graduates, including a strong garin from 
Southern Africa. It still has a strong SA 
membership.

       Shoval
This kibbutz was one of the famous 
settlements established secretly on “The 
Night of the 11 Settlements” in October 
1946 to stake Israel’s claim to the Negev. On 
the original founding night there were 40 
Southern Africans in the group, all from the 
SA Hashomer Hatzair youth movement. 
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Our biggest funds:
The Isadore & Theresa Cohen Educational Trust 
The Doone Charitable Foundation
The Goldberg Family Foundation (Odzi Zimbabwe)
The Mauerberger Foundation Fund Channel Islands
The Meyer Hirsch Goldschmidt Foundation 
Keren Telfed
The Stanley and Zea Lewis Foundation
The Samuel and Pauline Sussman Memorial Trust
The Leon Armist Memorial Fund   
 The Association of Parents Fund 
 The Ruth and Gideon Baratz Fund 
 The Mayer Pincus Bar-El Educational Fund 
 The Chava Ben Sheffer Educational Fund 
 The Estate Late Inez Bernstein Memorial Scholarship Fund  
 The Arona Berold Fund                                   
 The Fanny Berold Memorial Bursary   
 The  Louis & Zena Berold Scholarship Fund 
 The Roslyn Binder Memorial Fund 
 The Charles and Abraham Bloch Memorial Fund 
 Bnoth Zion Assoc, Wizo & Hanna Sandler Israel Bursary Fund
The Louis Chor Assistance Trust Fund
 The Abraham Chosack & Judy Hanson Fund 
 The Israel Cohen Memorial Fund 
 The Mike Cohen Memorial Fund   
 The Louis Chor Memorial Trust Fund 

 The Cape Town Flower Group Scholarship Fund 
 The David Chaitowitz Fund 
 The  Isidore Choritz Charitable Trust 
 The H.S. Dembitzer Will Trust 
 The Reggie Edelstein Trust Fund 
 The Jeffry Elion Memorial Scholarship 
 The Ray and Israel Fine Fund 
 The  Doreen & Bennie Fisher Bursary Fund 
 The  Israel Geshen Memorial Fund 
 The  Ezra Glaser Memorial Fund 
 The Guy Golan Memorial Scholarships 
 The Dr Harry Goldberg Trust 
 The Louis Ariel Goldschmidt Fund 
 The Meyer and Gemaine Goldschmidt Memorial Fund 
 The Chaim Hadany Memorial Fund 
 The Judith and Joe Hanson Educational Trust 
 The Isaac and Blanka Hariton Trust 
 The Estate of the Late Mrs A.D. Harris   
 The Betty  Herbstein Birthday Fund 
 The Lilithy Herbstein for Disabled Children 
 The Dorothy Herbstein Trust Fund 
 The Joseph Herbstein Assistance Fund 
 The Joseph Herbstein Testimonial Fund 
 The Joseph & Betty Herbstein Wedding Anniversary Fund 
 The  Philip Herbstein Memorial Fund 
 The Hirsh Hennoch and Shore Honor Education Trust 

 The Moshe Hill Research Fund 
 The Cantor Immerman Jubilee Fund 
 The Blanch Isaacson Memorial Fund
 The  Harris and Fanny Jacobs Bursaries 
 The Pollie Jacobs ORT Memorial Scholarships 
 The Pollie Jacobs Memorial Maritime Bursary 
 The Hannah Jacobson Spreekmeester Bursary Fund 
 The Leon & Ben Jacobson Trust 
 The Charles Joffe Trust Fund 
 The Evelyn Jacobson Will Trust 
 The Karpel David, Elizabeth and Philip Myer Bursary 
 The Jack Katz Bursay Fund 
 The Samuel Katzen Memorial Scholarships 
 The Estate of the Late Edward  Katzenellenbogen   
 The Morris & Mary Kavin Foundation
 The Jacob Max Klevansky Fund 
 The Robert Kofsky Memorial Trust 
 The Arnold and Evelyn Kirsch Educational Fund 
 The Estate of the Late Max Klotz 
 The  Jacob and Sheindel Kolnick Scholarship Fund 
 The Maurice & Rose Kottler Medical Assistance Fund   
 The Lewis and Eva Kottler Memorial Educational Fund 
 The Leo Kowarsky Memorial Scholarship Fund 
 The Rose E Kristeller Memorial Fund 
 The Simon Kuper Memorial Scholarship Fund 
 The Israel Lazarus Educational Fund 
 The Percy Leon Educational Trust Fund 
 The Becks and Abe Lowenstein Memorial Bursary Fund 
 The Gideon Levitas Scholarship Fund 
The Maurice and Rose Technical Assistance Fund
 The Meyer Mendelsohn Fund 
 The Estate of the Late Mary Mordukhovitz   
 The Harry and Dora Moss-Morris Memorial Fund 
 The Robert Nemen Memorial Bursary Fund 
 The Samuel E and Pearl Newberger Scholarship Fund 
 The Max and Ada Ostrowiak Scholarship Fund 
 The Sander and Laurie Ostrowiak Fund 
 The Anne D. Ordansky Trust 
 The Naomi and Yossie Pearlman Education Fund 
 The Ania Pevsner Charitable Trust 
 The Mrs. Rebecca Pless Trust Fund 
 The Philip and Rachel Policansky Educational Fund 
 The Abraham and Fanny Lilly Radomsky Bursary Fund 

 The Joseph and Chana Rubik Memorial Fund 
 The Estate of the Late Anne Rubik 
 The Late Jane & Helen Rogow Trust   
 The Manuel and Phyllis Sacher Education Fund 
 The Charles and Edith Sacks Memorial Education Fund 
 The Estate of the Late Moses Sagor  
 The Sonia Schwab Memorial Bursary 
 The Leon and Fanny Segal Trust Fund 
 The Helena Siew Scholarships 
 The Dr. Jack Smith Memorial Educational Fund 
 The Mr and Mrs Sisel Memorial Scholarships 
 The Max Spilkin Educational and Recreational Trust. 
 The Boris & Selma Senior Trust 
 The SA Magbit Hayeladim 
 The SA Jewish Settlers Fund 
 The SAZF Israel Assistance Fund 
 The Estate of the Late Leah Treisman  
 The WZO of South Africa Golden Jubilee Trust Fund        
 The  Abraham & Rachel Zieper Trust 
 The Zvi Infeld Fund

www.pearldental.co.il

Dr. Benjamin Sevitt and all 
the staff at Pearl Dental 
congratulate Keren Telfed on 
30 years of wonderful work 
in the community.
We wish you continued 
success for the future.

www.pearldental.co.il
09-744-0724

Trust Funds and Family Foundations
under Telfed administration
Telfed is honored to have been entrusted by many philanthropists and benefactors to manage 
their trust funds and family foundations. This evolved largely through the foresight, stature and 
commitment of the late Judge Joseph Herbstein who was passionate about contributing to Israeli 
society, especially in education. During and after his tenure as Telfed Chairman (1971-1974), he 
personally inspired numerous donors, whose funds were used to inaugurate wide-reaching bursary 
programmes. These donors appointed Telfed as trustees to administer their bequests to various 
educational and welfare institutions. In later years, Herbstein’s mantle passed to another outstanding 
Capetonian, Eliot Osrin, who continues to pursue our vision, enabling Telfed to carry out its charitable 
work of ensuring the welfare and well-being of the Southern African community in Israel, as well as 
other sectors of Israeli society.
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Telfed-ENDOWMENTS       
Telfed has represented and responded to the needs of the Southern African Community in Israel since 1948. Amongst its numerous 
activities it has administered a number of Trust Funds, awarding grants to assist diverse Israeli Institutions. Its contributions have 
enriched Israeli society, from Maalot on the northern border where the organization funded opportunities for people with special 
needs and youth at risk, to Nitzana, near the Egyptian border, where they supported programs to open the eyes of Israeli and Diaspora 
youth to the beauty of the Negev as a living desert. 
 Telfed has also assisted many medical projects. Research grants are awarded annually to the Weitzman Institute (cancer) and the 
Hebrew University (cardiology). In association with the Alzheimer’s Association in Israel, programmes to train caregivers for the infirm 
and elderly are hosted. In the last Lebanese war, Telfed funded the purchase of a ‘Vaccum Machine’ for a unique unit at Tel Hashomer 
where they were treating soldiers wounded by shrapnel. 

Supporting educational advancement has always been a high priority. Every year hundreds of  bursaries are granted to students.
These include the funding of a classroom at the Tel Hai College, then an institute preparing youngsters to improve their matriculation 
grades so that they’d be able to study at a tertiary educational institution.  

Telfed has also, when necessary, supplied students with laptops and established a ‘laptop library’ for a college in Beer Sheva.
The organization has also established computer-corners in other educational institutions to make it easier for girls who are ‘in care’ to 
study for their matric.
  Telfed’s contributions have been diverse as well as many.  For instance, it has:

The Southern African extended family joins Telfed in its celebrations!

Lenny, Loren & Joshua Shenker wish Telfed 
continued success and all the very best

Wishing Telfed lots of success in the future! 
  From: Ilana, Micha, Maya,
Avital and Ayelet Grunberg

We salute Telfed’s wonderful work and organization.
With our best wishes,

Juliet and Rusty Rostowsky

Congratulations to Keren Telfed for 30 years of Aliyah, 
Integration and Social Upliftment, 

Michael Mensky

Thanks for the support! 
The Gordon family, Olim 2012

Congratulations to Telfed on 30 years of
outstanding achievement!

Solly Sacks

Israel Netball thanks Keren Telfed for their continued 
partnership over the years & wishes a hearty

Mazal Tov on their 30th Anniversary & much success 
www.israelnetball.org.il

Mike & Shana Ellis congratulate Keren Telfed and its 
network of volunteers, past and present, for 

30 + years of exceptional service to the community.

In honour of our children Stuart & Dara and our 
grandchildren Shani, Nadav & Maytal

Sydney & Esther Boyd 

In honour of our children Ronit & Michael Katz
and our grandchildren Leah & Eden

Sydney & Esther Boyd

To many more years of helping Olim
Love Ian, Devorah and the Kur Girls.

Dedicated to Telfed from the Chasen Family

In the beginning I was utterly wrong in thinking that 
South Africans being looked after by Telfed would 

remain South Africans and not be helped to become 
Israelis. Over the years I learned you are terrific.

Kol Hakavod! Bernice Beare Rosenberg

Mazal Tov to Telfed. 30 years of support for SA Olim 
Talya and Ian Klotnick and Family

We are proud to be part of the South African Aliyah. 
Continue the good work!

From Alfie & Myra Feinberg and family.

 In honor of: my late wife Mickey Spiro
Norman Spiro

 By Susan Sharon
Aliyah and Klita Advisor
Endowments and Scholarships

       
• Provided training for guide dogs for the blind • Funded therapeutic riding lessons for war veterans • Awarded grants to assist 
blind and deaf people • Organized summer camps for Ethiopian children • Funded educational enrichment programmes • Granted 
bursaries so that children of Russian Olim could learn ballet • Donated food grants to villages homing children in foster care.  



takes great pride in its partnership with Telfed in advancing the 

education of young Israeli students, by enabling them to continue 

their studies through the awarding of bursaries.  

We are especially delighted with the tremendous contribution 

that the PRAS Student Mentoring Program is making to ease 

the absorption of new Olim families while inculcating a sense of 

volunteerism among the younger generation.

The Doone SA Charity Foundation

congratulates Telfed and its charitable fund, Keren Telfed, on this 

celebratory occasion and wishes them continued success and great 

achievements for the future. 

With best wishes, 
Trustees of the Doone SA Charity Foundation   

The Doone 
SA Charity 
Foundation
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Saluting Telfed on 64 extremely innovative, 
productive and successful years. Best regards 

from Debbie Chitiz and Family

In loving memory of Cyril Levin of Johannesburg 
made Aliyah in 1978, and in loving memory of  his 

grandson Yehonatan David Zukerman of Oranit 
Reuven Levin

In honor of our sabra grandchildren:
Tamar, Uriya, Yael, Elichai, Roi, Amitai, Noa, 

Avigail, Elisha, Roni and Noam.
From Naomi and Tuvia Stuchiner

With great admiration for the outstanding work 
that Telfed has done over the years to serve and 

assist Southern African Olim
Jennifer and Dr. Hillel Hurwitz

Thank You Telfed for helping to make aliyah and 
life in Israel that much easier and friendlier.

We salute you - Mark and Sarina Or (Klotnick)

Best wishes for your splendid work. 
From Jack and Priscilla Ziv-El (Zawels)

Mazal Tov to our beautiful Grandson Gabriel Gross 
on his forthcoming Barmitzvah Parshat Bereshit in 

Yerushalayim.  Proud parents Ilana and Dayan Gross  
of Cleveland Ohio and Grandparents

Ben and Jill Friedman, Raanana

In honour of my parents Ivan & Vivienne
from Max, Ben, Matanel, Hallel, Jamie & Tyler  

Martine Alperstein

Congratulating Keren Telfed on their achievements 
over 30 years, which enables Telfed to do the great 

work that they do 
Maish and Jocelyn Isaacson

Let us maintain our high standard of service. 
Cecile Rechtman, Orthoptist,

distributor of Eze-Patch Occluders

Mazal Tov to Telfed for all your good work! 
Ronnie Myerson

Wishing everybody a happy and healthy New Year! 
Dr. Leslie and Babette Serebro

We stand proud as Southern African professionals in making a contribution to Israel.

In memory of my late husband, Brian, and my
late son, Jason

Andrea Armist. Jodi Armist-Gadot and Oren Gadot

Carry on Keren Telfed with the  fantastic work you do! 
Best wishes from the Rishon Lezion

Regional Committee

Jossy Faktor,MB.ChB. Pretoria,Specialist in 
OBGYN,Medical Administration and Aviation Medicine: 
“South African Medical Graduates who come on Aliyah 
and join the Israeli Medical System are Excellent until 

proved otherwise !” In loving memory of husband, father and grandfather 
Alan Shrier, who made Aliyah in 1961 and fulfilled his 
Zionist dream, Janice and his sabras: Ilan, Alon and 
Yuval,  Dalia, Inbal and Shaked,  Oded,  Sigal, Guy,

Ido and Tomer,  And spouses

Smoky Simon and family salute Telfed - the South 
African flagship in Israel.  We congratulate Telfed for 
its persistent and consistent support of the ex-South 

African community in Israel. Telfed can be justly proud 
of its 30 year record of service

Keep up the great work Telfed!!! 
From Evelyne, Sheldon, Jessica and Daniel Ritz 

Greetings from Isaac and Maureen Lipshitz

With best wishes.
May Telfed go from strength to strength 

From the Netanya branch of Telfed

I www.jewishagency.org I

Congratulations on 30 years of remarkable 
achievement on behalf of South African Aliyah.

To our longtime friends and partners at Keren Telfed

The Jewish Agency for Israel

Wishing you continued success in making Israel's history.

Securing the Jewish Future for Generations

My 45-year relationship with the FED always has been, 
and is still, an important part of my life in Israel

Thank you Telfed!

Professor Robert Jedeikin

Proud to be counted amongst the South African 
accountants in Israel

Philip Braude (CEO of Anglo Capital Limited)

Thanks to the Scottish tradition, the SA doctors who 
came on Aliyah were able to bring to Israel a more 

humane form of medicine
Jeff Lederer

Best wishes to Keren Telfed – keep up your great work
Bemy Diamond

Thank you Telfed for all the great work that you 
do for South Africans in Israel!

Harry Klompas

Mazal Tov to Keren Telfed on your
30th Anniversary

Ralph Hirschfeld, Dave Bloom and staff – Exsys Ltd.
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KEREN

On the Move

The Telfed Team
Sidney Shapiro
Telfed Director 
sidney@telfed.org.il
09-7907802

Gerald Wolman
Accounts Department
gerald@telfed.org.il
09-7907807

Helayne Shedledzsky
Accounts Department 
helayne@telfed.org.il
09-7907820

Karin Ben Ari
Accounts Department
karin@telfed.org.il
09-7907808

Dalit Boutboul
Fundraising, Marketing, Database Management
dalit@telfed.org.il
09-7907819

Lina Tarna
Head of Volunteerism Division
lina@telfed.org.il
09-7907805

Pinchas Melchior
Isrentco
isrentco@telfed.org.il
09-7907806

Nava Lapid
Financial and Administrative Director of Telfed
nava@telfed.org.il
09-7907803

Dorron Kline
Deputy Director
dorron@telfed.org.il
09-7907818

Louise Geva
Social worker
louiseg@telfed.org.il
09-7907821

Sharon Bernstein
Adminstrative Assistant and Employment Advisor
sharon@telfed.org.il
09-7907801

Susan Sharon
Aliyah and Klita Advisor
Endowments and Scholarships
susan@telfed.org.il
09-7907804

Batel Shina
PRAS Coordinator
pras@telfed.org.il
09-7907817

Exclusive Properties Raanana
Congratulate Keren Telfed and
salutes its wonderful work!
 
Finding the most appropriate property for you.
Rent or Sale.
Specializing in Anglo clientele
 
Mark Nussbaum:  052-3315370
Sonia Graham:       054-4729191

Best wishes and congratulations to Keren Telfed

David and Marlene Gaffen
 

In loving memory of my dearly beloved wife and best 
friend, Doreen (Mommy), deeply mourned by our 
children, grandchildren and great grandchildren.  

Jeff Geffen

Congratulations Keren Telfed on 30 wonderful years!

Melanie and Jonathan Sklar

With best wishes.
Selwyn Feinblum

 

Mazel Tov to Keren Telfed on your 30th anniversary. 
Stanley & Sharon-Anne Epstein.

 

Michael and Elaine Fisher congratulate
Telfed volunteers 

for their ongoing good work in Israel
 

In memory of our parents Harriet and Sam Levin. From 
daughter Miriam Brenner and son and daughter in-law Dovvie 
and Adi Levin. Grandchildren: Eyal, Sharon, Gil , Sheli, Omer, 
Gali, Roni and Yoav, and greatgrandchildren: Yarden, Omri, 
Peleg, Ela, Yuval, Ori, Amit, Roni, Shir, Itai, Shaked and Re’i.

Mazal Tov!
May Telfed grow from strength to strength.

From Batya and Jonathan Shmukler and family.

Sandra Rivka
Winderbaum
Real Estate Agent

English | Français | ̇ È¯·Ú

054-6784278
sandra@sandraraanana.com
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Donate to Keren Telfed:
   By cheque in the mail, to: Keren Telfed, Schwartz 19/1                          

     Raanana 4321224.

    By bank transfer to: Bank Mercantile, Branch 655, 23 Ben      
       Yehuda St., Tel Aviv. 
       Account # 40665, Account Name: Keren Telfed.

    By credit card to phone:  09-7907808 or
       email: dalit@telfed.org.il

Volunteer:
Contact Lina Tarna:

lina@telfed.org.il   09-7907805

 

Executive Council and Directorate (marked *)

Dave Bloom* - Chairman

Mickey Blumberg (observer)

Melvyn Cohen

Billy Ellert

Mike Ellis

Allan Feinblum*

Harris Green*

Joe Hallis

Maish Isaacson*

David Kaplan

Joel Klotnick*

Martin Klein

Annette Milliner - Giladi*

Batya Shmukler*

Solly Sacks

Sidney Shapiro - Staff

Dorron Kline - Staff

Nava Lapid - Staff

Board of Governors
Nick Alhadeff – Chairman
Morris Borsuk
Leon Charney
Joe Grossman
Itz Kalmanowitz
Hertzel Katz

Telfed Leadership How can you help?

Production team
Editor: David Kaplan
Design: New Design Graphics Ltd.

Editorial Committee: 
Coordinator: Dalit Boutboul
Members: Dave Bloom, Felicia Edelstein,  Harris Green,               
                Dorron Klein, Sidney Shapiro, Naomi Stuchiner

Special thanks to: Sharon Bacher, Linda Barron, Sharon Bernstein,
                             Lola Katz, Leon Moss, Michele Shapiro. 

Beth Protea is an exemplary senior citizen facility founded by 
the Southern African community in Israel and worldwide.

1 9 9 2  –  2 0 1 2

5 Asher Barash Street, 46365 Herzlia, Israel
PO Box 5049, 46100 Herzlia, Israel

Telephone: +972 9 959 5222   Fax: +972 9 959 5300
Web:   www.bethprotea.org.il     Email:   info@bethprotea.org.il

We asked our residents a simple question...
“What does Beth Protea mean to you?”

WISHING KEREN TELFED CONTINUED SUCCESS
WITH THE VERY VALUABLE WORK IT DOES.

A wonderful place
to enjoy retirement

Home away
from home

Thank you lifesaver
Beth Protea,
bless you all

Caring - Security - Dignity
all delivered in full measureDiversity of

programs & activities
offered

Most caring
and helpful staff

Outstanding
cultural & physical

activities

Good from
all aspects

Excellent dining
room service and

delicious food
Happiness

Beautiful building
and gardens

Wonderful warmth

Caring staff
Dignified atmosphere

What more can we say!

I consider it to be the “lotto” of my life

Keren Telfed
Approved as a public institution, Cert. No. 580017614 Contributions shall be recognized in terms of Section 46 of the Income Tax Act

19/1 Schwartz Street, Ra›anana  4321224  Tel. 09-7907800  Fax 09-7446112  info@telfed.org.il  



Orri Ben-Nathan 
Johannesburg 
Business

Danya Amoils
Johannesburg
Communications

Keenan Crowe 
Cape Town
Government

Gabriela Goldblatt
Cape Town
Psychology 

THE RAPHAEL RECANATI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 
CONGRATULATES TELFED ON ITS 30TH ANNIVERSARY
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www.rris.idc.ac.il

RAPHAEL RECANATI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AT IDC HERZLIYA

 ISRAEL +972 9 960 2801 rris.registrar@idc.ac.il

Academic Programs 2012/13
• BA  Business Administration
• BA  Communications
• BA  Government
• BA  Psychology
• MBA  Business Administration
• MA  Diplomacy & Conflict Studies
• MA  Counter-Terrorism 

  & Homeland Security Studies
• MA  Organizational Behavior 

  & Development (OBD)

»  Benefit from academic  excellence  
  on a par with the world’s best  
  private universities 
»  Obtain a prestigious, internationally  
  recognized degree 
»  Study with 1,450 students from 
  84 countries 
»  Bursaries available based on   
  financial need 
»  Enjoy a wide array of extracurricular  
  activities

19/1 Schwartz Street, Ra’anana  4321224 
Tel. 09-7907800   Fax 09-7446112   info@telfed.org.il  

YEARS OF KEREN TELFED

TELFED CELEBRATES


